**Water Feature Solutions** basins were designed by a landscaper with 30 years in the business who needed something to support the large boulders he drilled for fountains. In fact, the 72" and 46" basins regularly support fountains weighing up to 4,000 pounds. He developed these basins to:

- give landscapers a faster and easier way to install water features,
- provide a heavy-duty alternative to pond liner, and
- create water features that require very minimal maintenance for clients.

The Water Feature Solutions product line includes basins and accessories that allow you to create exceptional water features for commercial and residential clients.

### Basins

**72” Basin**
- Diameter: 72 inches
- Height: 17 inches
- Volume: 250 gallons

**46” Basin**
- Diameter: 46 inches
- Height: 17 inches
- Volume: 125 gallons

### Accessories

**Splash trays** are an eco-friendly way to minimize water loss by helping catch and return water that splashes outside the basin diameter. Available for all basin sizes.

**Center supports** allow you to set the height of vertical fountain objects and secure them in place. Available only for the 72” basin.